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Abstract: In order to assess whether the runway can meet safe, reliable and efficient objectives, a 

comprehensive evaluation indicator system needs to be established for evaluation. Firstly, the 

runway operation system is established, and the evaluation indicators of runway performance are 

divided into five aspects: personnel factors, support facility, mission demand, operating 

environment and management factors and then establish a comprehensive evaluation index 

system. Secondly, the TOPSIS evaluation model of game theory combination weighting is 

established, game theory is used to optimize the weights of the weights obtained by AHP and 

CRITIC, and the ideal solution (TOPSIS) is used to comprehensively evaluate the runway 

performance. Finally, the model was used to evaluate the runway performance levels of the three 

airports, and the three evaluation methods were compared. The results show that the results of the 

runway performance evaluation using the model are in line with the actual operation of the 

airport. The method is simple and the results are scientific and objective, and it have good 

versatility. 

1 Introduction 

The runway is the main component of the airport, and the 

operating efficiency of the runway is directly related to 

the operating efficiency of the entire airport. Therefore, 

accurate assessment of runway operation efficiency is of 

great significance to the improvement of airport 

operation efficiency. Foreign studies on runway operation 

evaluation are relatively early. From the perspective of 

runway capacity, Eckhard Urbatzka et al. [1] evaluated 

the runway operation capability of German airports from 

the perspective of runway capacity, taking off, landing, 

and mixed modes. With the development of computers, 

simulation is gradually applied to run evaluation. EEC 

and ASI developed simulation platform models, 

simulated the operation of runways, taxiways and aprons, 

and evaluated the capacity of the flight area [2-3]. FAA 

has developed an airport capacity assessment system to 

assess the capacity of airport runways and taxiways [4]. 

F.A. Cetek [5], Manuel Villegas Díaz, etc. established a 

discrete event simulation model to evaluate the capacity 

of the airport runway. Domestic research on the 

evaluation of runway operations mainly focuses on 

runway capacity. Lü Zongping [7], Xu Xiaohao [8] and 

others simulated runway operations and proposed 

methods for evaluating the theoretical capacity of parallel 

runways under different runway operation modes. . Li 

Xiong[9] Feng Xiaolei[10] used simulation software to 

simulate different operation modes of parallel runways 

and evaluated the runway capacity. Li Xiong [11] took 

the Chengdu New Airport as an example and established 

an airport simulation model to evaluate the operating 

efficiency of the runway. The above-mentioned scholars 

have done in-depth research on the evaluation of airport 

runway operations. This article evaluates the airport 

runway operations from the perspective of effectiveness. 

Airports have different operating modes and resource 

allocations from civil airports. The indicators that need to 

be considered when evaluating airport runway operations 

are quite different. In response to this situation, this 

article is based on the aircraft take-off and landing 

guarantee process, combined with the characteristics of 

airport runway operations, and establishes a 

comprehensive evaluation index system for runway 

operation effectiveness from five aspects: personnel 

factors, support facilities, mission requirements, 

operating environment, and management factors. . The 

game theory method is used to comprehensively 

determine the weights, and the TOPSIS method is used to 

evaluate the operation efficiency of the airport runway, 

which can provide a theoretical basis for the evaluation 

of the airport runway operation efficiency. 

2 Construction of comprehensive 
evaluation index system for runway 
operation efficiency  
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2.1 Runway operation system 

The runway operation system refers to the fact that when 

the maintenance personnel and field personnel enter the 

field, the maintenance personnel start to check the 

aircraft, refuel, oxygenate, and inflate the aircraft, and the 

field personnel perform bird repellent and runway 

cleaning to prepare before takeoff. After the preparation 

is completed, the command The crew directs the aircraft 

to enter the runway, takes off and executes the mission to 

land. In this process, the organic whole that can be 

directly generated is regarded as a runway operation 

system. 

The basic interpretation of effectiveness is: the 

degree to which the final goal of the system is achieved, 

or the degree to which the system expects to achieve a set 

of specific task requirements. It is proposed for the needs 

of weapon system evaluation. Some scholars introduce 

the definition of effectiveness into the system. System 

effectiveness refers to the ability of the system to 

complete the specified use target under specified 

conditions [12-13]. 

According to the definition of system effectiveness, 

the operational effectiveness of the runway system is 

defined as the degree to which the operational capability 

of the runway system can meet the mission requirements 

under specified conditions. The runway system, as a key 

node in the execution of the aircraft, depends on its value 

ability. 

 
Figure 1. Runway operating system 

2.2 Comprehensive evaluation index system 

The airport's aircraft takeoff and landing tasks are 

completed by the airport runway operation system. 

Therefore, when establishing an evaluation index 

system, it is necessary to analyze it from the 

perspective of the system. This paper introduces the 

theory of system engineering, and establishes an 

evaluation index system from the 

man-machine-environment-management-responsibil

ity.  

The selected indicators follow the principles of 

systemicity, scientificity, authenticity, and 

quantification. By consulting relevant experts in this 

field and referring to [14] and other specifications, 

this article builds a comprehensive evaluation index 

system for airport runway operation efficiency from 

five aspects: personnel factors, support facilities, 

operating environment, mission requirements, and 

management factors. The system is divided into 

three levels from top to bottom: target layer, 

criterion layer, and object layer. The target layer is 

the runway operation efficiency, which evaluates 

the airport’s runway operation efficiency; the 

criterion layer is divided into personnel factors, 

support facilities, operating environment, and task 

requirements. , Management factors 5 indicators, 

there are 21 indicators in the object layer, the 

comprehensive evaluation indicator system is 

shown in Figure 2: 
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Figure2. Road operation efficiency evaluation index system 

(1) Human factors: Human factors are directly related 

to the safety of the runway and take-off efficiency, etc., 

and are important factors that affect the efficiency of the 

runway. Specific evaluation objects include air traffic 

control personnel, ground support personnel, and pilots. 

The three categories of personnel are evaluated from 

three indicators: professional knowledge, equipment 

operation proficiency, and social ability. 

(2) Guarantee facilities: including equipment such as 

navigation aid lights, communications, navigation, 

surveillance, blocking nets, and bird repellents. The 

safety and reliability of runway operations depend on the 

quality of facilities and equipment, and support facilities 

have a direct impact on the efficiency of runway 

operations. Navigation aids are evaluated from four 

indicators: installation location, light intensity, number of 

installations, and failure rate; communication equipment, 

monitoring equipment, and navigation equipment are 

evaluated from five indicators: accuracy, clarity, 

available distance, scope of applicable equipment, and 

stability Evaluation; bird repellent equipment includes 

bird repellent vehicles and bird repellent shotguns, which 

are evaluated in terms of number, type, and scope of use; 

arresting nets are evaluated in terms of lifting speed and 

installation position. 

(3) Operating environment: including airport 

clearance, runway configuration, runway operation mode, 

weather conditions, runway surface conditions and other 

soft and hard environments, these operating 

environments have a direct impact on runway operating 

efficiency. The airport headroom can meet the headroom 

requirements from both sides of the airport, one side of 

the airport meets the headroom requirements, and the two 

sides do not meet the headroom requirements for 

evaluation; the runway configuration is from single 

runway, cross runway, parallel runway, and open 

V-shaped runway. The weather conditions are selected 

from the representative months of each quarter, and the 

five indicators of temperature, air pressure, visibility, 

wind speed, and cloud height are evaluated; the runway 

operation mode is selected from the independent parallel 

instrument approach mode and related Parallel 

instrument approach mode, independent parallel 

departure mode, and isolated parallel operation mode are 

evaluated in four aspects; road surface conditions are 

evaluated from five indicators including appearance 

quality, service life, skid resistance, bearing strength, and 

flatness. 

(4) Task requirements: From the perspective of 

system tasks, analyze the task requirements in runway 

operations. The main task of the runway operation 

system is to provide services for aircraft taking off and 

landing to ensure their safe and efficient operation on the 

runway. There are three types of tasks: training tasks, 

exercise tasks, and combat tasks. These three tasks 

evaluate the completion degree of takeoff and landing 

sorties from the runway and the time used for a wave. 

(5) Management factors: The management level also 

has an important impact on the efficiency of runway 

safety operations. The evaluation objects include flight 

support procedures, material support levels, and 

coordinated management levels. The convenience of the 

flight support process is evaluated from three indicators: 

the time spent in each process, the number of people 

required, and the amount of materials required; the level 

of coordination management is evaluated from two 

indicators: the commander’s communication and 

coordination ability and emergency response ability; 
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material support The level is evaluated from whether the 

delivery is fast and whether the supply meets two 

indicators. 

3 Comprehensive Evaluation Method of 
Runway Operation Effectiveness 

There are many influencing factors in the evaluation of 

airport runway operation efficiency. A single evaluation 

method often cannot comprehensively, objectively and 

scientifically evaluate the airport runway operation 

efficiency. Therefore, it is necessary to use a 

comprehensive evaluation method to evaluate various 

indicators of airport runway operation efficiency. There 

are many comprehensive evaluation methods, which are 

generally divided into subjective empowerment method 

and objective empowerment method. Commonly used 

subjective empowerment methods include: Delphi 

method, AHP method, G1 method, etc.; commonly used 

objective empowerment method (Objective 

empowerment) includes: mean square error method, 

CRITIC method, entropy method, etc. When it is difficult 

to carry out quantitative statistics, it is necessary to adopt 

subjective weighting method, and better results can be 

obtained according to expert score; in order to reduce the 

distortion of data, it is necessary to choose objective 

weighting method, which determines the weight based on 

the real data of the indicator. Its advantages It is highly 

objective, without human subjective opinions. Currently, 

the most commonly used method for determining 

weights is Analytic Hierarchy Process, which is an 

optimization method based on expert scores. Combining 

the characteristics of multiple indicators of the airport, 

the objective weighting CRITIC method is selected, 

which can objectively reflect the weight of each 

indicator. 

In this paper, AHP weighting method and coefficient 

of variation weighting method are used comprehensively, 

using game theory to find the optimal weight, so that the 

evaluation results can accurately and reasonably reflect 

the subjective opinions of experts and the objectiveness 

of various indicators. Information, and finally approach 

the ideal solution to compare the results of the three 

methods and evaluate the comprehensive weights 

obtained. 

3.1 Subjective weighting method to determine 
weight 

In this paper, AHP weighting method and coefficient of 

variation weighting method are used comprehensively, 

using game theory to find the optimal weight, so that the 

evaluation results can accurately and reasonably reflect 

the subjective opinions of experts and the objectiveness 

of various indicators. Information, and finally approach 

the ideal solution to compare the results of the three 

methods and evaluate the comprehensive weights 

obtained. 

3.2 Objective weighting method to determine 
weight 

The CRITIC method is an objective weighting method 

for processing the data of various indicators. The 

advantage of using this method to determine the weight 

is that on the one hand, it calculates the amount of 

information contained in each indicator, and on the other 

hand, it can reflect the differences between different 

schemes. Conflicts with various indicators, so the results 

are more objective and true [14]. Combining the 

characteristics of multiple indexes of the airport, this 

paper uses the CRITIC method to determine the weights 

of various indexes of airport runway operation efficiency. 

（1）Calculate the coefficients between the various 

indicators of each runway operating efficiency 

( , )

[ ] [ ]
ij

Cov i j
r

Var i Var j
=  (1) 

In the equation ， ,Cov i j（ ） Is the covariance 

between the index i and j； [ ]Var i  Is the variance of i；

[ ]Var j  is the variance of j。 

 

（ 2）Calculate the conflicting values of other 

indicators and the evaluation indicator 

1

(1 )
n

j ij

i

f r
=

= −  (2) 

In the equation i，j represents the evaluation index 

（3）Solve the standard deviation of the evaluation 

index j 

2

1

1
( )

1

n

j ij j

i

x x
n


−

=

= −
−
  (3) 

In the equation jx
−

 is the average of the index j 

（4）After calculating by the above formula，we can 

reach the amount of information jc contained in the 

index j.： 

1

(1 )
n

j j ij

i

c r
=

= −  (4) 

（5）Calculate the weight of the index j： 

1

j

j m

j

j

c
w

c
=

=


 (5) 

3.3 Game theory combination to determine 
weight 

The combination of game theory uses Nash equilibrium 

as a coordination method to assign weight to subjective 

and objective combinations. It seeks consistency and 

compromise within the conflict of subjective and 

objective weights. It is a process of comparison and 

coordination, so as to find both subjective and objective 

methods. The optimal value. The importance of each 
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index exists objectively. When using the subjective 

weighting method, it is subject to the influence of people. 

Therefore, it is necessary to use subjective and objective 

weights to comprehensively assign weights in order to 

scientifically and comprehensively reflect the importance 

of evaluation indicators. . The game theory method 

comprehensively determines the weight, and combines 

the advantages of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 

and the CRITIC method to reduce the error caused by 

human subjectivity, so as to effectively determine the 

comprehensive weight of the runway operation efficiency. 

Use the above two methods to combine weights for 

runway operation efficiency indicators to construct a 

weight vector 1 2[ , ,... ]k k k km   = ， 1, 2k = ，The 

arbitrary linear combination of these 2 weight vectors is: 
2

1

T

k k

k

  
=

=   k >0     （6） 

In the equation: k is the linear combination 

coefficient 

Using game theory, combine the weights required by 

the two methods to minimize the standard deviation. The 

combined coefficients of the two weight vectors are 

combined and solved to obtain the best weight. Therefore, 

the following countermeasure models can be obtained: 

1 2

min -
L

k k i

k

  
=

  i =1,2 (7) 

It can be known from the differential characteristics 

of the matrix that when the first derivative condition is 

optimal, 

2

1

T T

k i k i k

k

    
=

=  ，The above equation 

can be converted into a linear equation system, after 

calculation, you can get （ 1 2,  ）， Normalized

（ 1 2,  ）， 

Substituting into equation (8) to obtain the 

comprehensive weight as 
* * *

1 1 2 2= +T T      (8) 

4 Case analysis 

4.1 Data Sources  

In order to make the data more comprehensive, objective 

and representative, three representative airports were 

selected and followed by experts for investigation. 

According to the comprehensive evaluation index system 

established above, combined with the characteristics of 

specific airports, the above indexes are classified and 

investigated. By issuing questionnaires, referring to 

relevant standards, experts scoring and comprehensively 

considering and calculating the scores of various 

indicators are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Evaluation index score sheet 

First level indicator Secondary indicators 
Score 

C D F 

Human factorA1 

Air traffic controller 

B1 
7.2 5.9 8.3 

Ground support 

personnel B2 
7.4 8.5 8.1 

Pilot B3 9.1 8.3 8.6 

Safeguard 

facilityA2 

Navigation lights B4 85 95 80 

Communication 

equipment B5 
75 95 80 

Monitoring equipment 

B6 
65 77 85 

Monitoring equipment 

B7 
85 90 80 

Blocking net B8 85 80 70 

Bird repellent 

facilities B9 
75 85 80 

Security 

vehicleB10 
72 86 79 

Operating 

environmentA3 

Airport clearance B11 75 95 80 

Runway configuration 

B12 
80 85 75 

Weather condition 

B13 
5.4 7.6 8.7 

Road surface 

condition B14 
77 81 84 

Runway mode 73 77 82 
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B15 

Runway capacity 

A4 

Theoretical 

capacity B16 
7.1 9.1 7.2 

Actual capacity 

B17 
6.7 7.6 7.8 

Utilization  B18 8.5 9.2 7.4 

Management factors 

A5 

Coordination 

management level 

B19 

71 88 84 

Material security 

level B20 
82 76 90 

Convenient guarantee 

process B21 
74 85 88 

4.2 Determine the weight 

(1) Analytic hierarchy process to calculate weight 

According to the hierarchical structure of airport 

runway operation efficiency established in section 2.1, 

and the judgment matrix constructed according to the 

established indicators, the weight of each indicator is 

finally solved. The weight value of the indicator is shown 

in Table 2.  

Table 2. The weight value of each layer of indicators calculated by the analytic hierarchy process 

Criterion-level 

weight 

Object layer 

weight 
Weight 

A1 0.1764 

B1 0.2238 0.0395  

B2 0.3695 0.0652  

B3 0.4067 0.0172  

A2 0.1546 

B4 0.0977 0.0151  

B5 0.2904 0.0549  

B6 0.1985 0.0589  

B7 0.2063 0.0694  

B8 0.0606 0.0219  

B9 0.0465 0.0172  

B10 0.1765 0.0273  

A3 0.3387 

B11 0.4461 0.1109  

B12 0.0765 0.0459  

B13 0.1643 0.0556  

B14 0.2176 0.0537  

B15 0.0955 0.0723  

A4 0.1285 

B16 0.1234 0.0220  

B17 0.297 0.0310  

B18 0.5396 0.0593  

A5 0.1627 

B19 0.6301 0.1025  

B20 0.2184 0.0355  

B21 0.1515 0.0246  

（2）CRITIC method and game theory method 

to calculate weight 

Calculate the coefficients between the runway 

operation efficiency indexes of the yard, and 

calculate the quantitative indexes, standard 

deviations, information amount and other values, 

and the weights of each index can be obtained as 

shown in Table 3: 

Use the game theory method for combination 

weighting to obtain the optimal first-order linear 

equation system: 

1

2

0.0673 0.424 0.0673

0.424 0.081 0.0809

a

a
=

     
     
     

 

After calculation, the linear combination 

coefficient can be obtained as 1=0.5523, 2=0.7105. 

From this, the comprehensive weight can be 

obtained, and the comprehensive weight is 

normalized，The results are shown in Table 3： 
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Table 3. Comprehensive weight of indicator system based on game theory 

Index AHP weight CRITIC weight 
Comprehensive 

weight 

B1 0.039 0.012 0.0465 

B2 0.065 0.004 0.0670 

B3 0.017 0.006 0.0288 

B4 0.015 0.079 0.0271 

B5 0.055 0.089 0.0588 

B6 0.059 0.085 0.0620 

B7 0.069 0.051 0.0704 

B8 0.022 0.110 0.0326 

B9 0.017 0.038 0.0288 

B10 0.027 0.054 0.0368 

B11 0.111 0.107 0.1035 

B12 0.046 0.058 0.0517 

B13 0.056 0.013 0.0594 

B14 0.054 0.029 0.0579 

B15 0.072 0.037 0.0727 

B16 0.022 0.014 0.0326 

B17 0.031 0.011 0.0398 

B18 0.059 0.016 0.0623 

B19 0.103 0.068 0.0968 

B20 0.036 0.057 0.0434 

B21 0.025 0.060 0.0347 

4.3 TOPSIS method evaluation 

TOPSIS is an evaluation method to solve complex 

problems with multiple targets and multiple features [17]. 

By calculating the Euclidean distance between the 

evaluation object and the positive and negative ideal 

solutions, the closeness of each evaluation object to the 

positive and negative ideal solutions can be determined. 

According to the divided evaluation index interval, 

combined with the required closeness to classify. The 

higher the degree of closeness between the evaluation 

object and the positive ideal solution, the better; 

otherwise, the worse.  

(1) If there are 3 evaluation objects, establish 

decision matrix A 

7.2 7.4 9.1 85 75 65 85 85 75 72 75 80 5.4 77 73 7.1 6.7 8.5 71 82 74

5.9 8.5 8.3 95 95 77 90 80 85 86 95 85 7.6 81 77 7.2 7.6 7.2 88 76 85

8.3 8.1 8.6 80 80 85 80 70 80 79 80 75 8.7 84 82 9.1 5.8 4.4 84 90 88

A =

 
 
 
  

  

(2)Construct a normalized matrix 

Since different evaluation indicators have different 

dimensions, it is difficult to carry out effective evaluation. 

In order to eliminate the dimensionality, the matrix A 

needs to be normalized: 

2

1

( )

ij

ij
m

ij

i

x
x

x
=

=


     （9） 

After calculation, get the normalized matrix B 

 

0.58 0.53 0.61 0.57 0.52 ... 0.52 0.58 0.50 0.57 0.52

0.47 0.61 0.55 0.63 0.66 ... 0.59 0.63 0.63 0.53 0.59

0.67 0.58 0.57 0.53 0.55 ... 0.61 0.51 0.60 0.63 0.62

B =

 
 
 
  

 

(3) Multiply the matrix B by the weight of each 

object to get the weight matrix C 

 
0.027 0.036 0.017 0.015 0.030 ... 0.021 0.036 0.049 0.025 0.018

0.022 0.041 0.016 0.017 0.039 ... 0.024 0.039 0.060 0.023 0.021

0.031 0.039 0.016 0.014 0.032 ... 0.024 0.032 0.058 0.027 0.020

C

 
 =
 
  

  

(4) Calculate the distance between the three airports 

and the positive and negative ideal solutions. 

 
1

max( )i ij

i n

z z+

 

=  
1

max( ), 1,2...j ij

i n

z z j m−

 

= =  (10) 

 
1

min( )i ij

i n

z z+

 

=   
-

1? £

min( ), 1,2...j ij

i n

z z j m= =  (11) 

 (5) Determine the Euclidean distance between each 

object to be evaluated and the positive and negative ideal 

solution. 

2

j ij

1

( )
n

i

i

S z z+ +

=

= −  (12) 

2

j ij

1

( )
n

i

i

S z z− −

=

= −  (13) 

In the equation: jS +
is the distance from the 

evaluation object to
+

iz  and jS −
is the distance from the 

evaluation object to
-

iz  

6) Determine the relative closeness of each 
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evaluation object 

j

j

j j

S
F

S S

−

+ −
=

+
 (14) 

Analyze the closeness of each assessment object to 

the positive and negative solutions. When the relative 

closeness is greater, it indicates that the runway 

efficiency of the assessment object is higher, and vice 

versa. 

Get 0< jF <1，When the maximum is the maximum, 

the higher the level is near the excellent target and the far 

away from the poor target, and vice versa. The closeness 

of specific standard grades is shown in Table 4: 

 

 

Table 4. Standard grade 

Standard grade Interval 

Excellent (0. 75 ~ 1.0］ 

Good (0. 5 ~ 0.75］ 

Better  (0.3 ~ 0. 5 ］ 

Poor （0  ~ 0.3］ 

The Euclidean distance between the airport runway 

operating efficiency and the positive and negative ideal 

solution is calculated. According to equation (17), the 

relative closeness of the indicators of the three airport 

runways can be obtained. According to the divided 

indicator interval, the operating efficiency levels of the 

three airport runways are determined. The evaluation 

results are shown in Table 5 

Table 5. Runway performance evaluation results 

Airport 
human factor 

Safeguard 

facilities 

Running 

environment 

Task 

requirements 

Management 

factors 

Comprehensiv

e evaluation 

j
F  Grade j

F  Grade j
F  Grade j

F  Grade j
F  Grade j

F  Grade 

C 0.69 Good 0.71 Good 0.66 Good 0.74 Good 0.44 Better 0.79 Good 

D 0.64 Good 0.81 
Excelle

nt 
0.71 Good 0.81 

Excell

ent 
0.78 

Excellen

t 
0.75 

Excelle

nt 

F 0.76 
Excellen

t 
0.46 Better 0.48 Better 0.67 Good 0.82 

Excellen

t 
0.56 Good 

From the above data, we can get the radar chart of the 

airport runway efficiency of C, D, F, and we can 

intuitively see the distribution of personnel factors, 

management factors, support facilities, operating 

environment, and mission requirements of each airport as 

shown in Figure 3. 

 
 

 
(C) （D） （F） 

Figure 3. Radar Chart of Runway Performance Index 

From the calculation results in Table 5, it can be seen 

that in C, D, and F, it can be seen that the evaluation 

result of airport D is the best, which is consistent with 

airport D's ability to efficiently complete tasks in daily 

life. It can be derived from the relative closeness. The 

sorting situation of runway operation efficiency of each 

airport: D>C>F. 

It can be seen from Figure 3: Airport C: The 

management factor is good, and other indicators are good. 

On the whole, the runway operation efficiency of Airport 

C is good, and there is room for improvement. It can be 

from the aspects of guarantee facilities, personnel 

training, and management Factors and other aspects to 

improve. D Airport: All five aspects are good overall, 

management factors, mission requirements are excellent, 

other indicators are good, runway operation efficiency 

evaluation is excellent, and it can be used as a 

demonstration unit. F Airport: The guarantee facilities 

and operating environment are evaluated as good, other 

indicators are good, and the comprehensive evaluation is 

good. F Airport was constructed relatively early, and the 

overall facilities were outdated. Since F Airport was 

relatively close to the urban area when it was planned at 

that time, with the development of urbanization, the 

clearance area of F Airport was limited. Therefore, the 

evaluation of the operating environment is relatively low. 

From the perspective of runway operating efficiency, it is 

recommended that Airport F be upgraded. 

In order to be able to find out the reasons that restrict 

the efficiency of runway operations, the target level 

indicators are further analyzed. According to the 

weighting matrix C, the weights of different indicators of 

the three airports can be obtained. In order to be more 

intuitive, the weight of ownership can be enlarged by 100 

times, and the following Fig.4~Fig.8 can be obtained. 
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Figure 4. Indicators of Personnel Factors Figure 5. Indicators of Safeguard Facilities 

  

Figure 6. Operating Environment Indicators Figure 7. Task Requirements Indicators 

 
Figure 8. Indicators of Management Factors 

Figure 3 shows that the three indicators of A1, A2, 

and A3 of Airport F in terms of human factors need to be 

improved. It can be seen from Figure 4 that in terms of 

support facilities, Airport C can be improved from the 

three indicators of B5, B8, and B10; Airport F can be 

improved from the four indicators of B4, B6, B7, and B9. 

It can be seen from Figure 5 that in terms of operating 

environment, Airport F can be improved from the three 

indicators B11, B14, and B15. It can be seen from Figure 

6 that in terms of mission requirements, B16 indicators 

of C airport need to be improved; B16, B17, and B18 of 

F airport need to be improved. It can be seen from Figure 

7: Management factors: C Airport B19, B21 indicators 

need to be improved. 

In order to evaluate the results obtained by AHP, 

CRITIC, and Game Theory, the three airports surveyed 

were evaluated using TOPSIS, CRITIC, and Game 

Theory respectively. The results are as follows: Table 6: 
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Table 6. Comparison of different evaluation methods 

Airport 
Analytic hierarchy 

process 
CRITIC 

Game theory combination 

weighting 

C Excellent Good Good 

D Excellent Excellent Excellent 

F Good Good Good 

It can be seen from Table 6 that there are certain 

differences between the evaluation results of AHP and 

CRITIC method and the method of game theory 

combination weighting. There are two reasons for this: 

When conducting a questionnaire survey, it will be due to 

human factors. Some indicators of the airport are too 

high, which will cause certain errors. The CRITIC 

method has good applicability to indicators that can be 

objectively evaluated. For some indicators that are not 

easy to quantify, experts need to score, and these 

indicators cause differences. 

5 Conclusion 

1. From a systematic point of view, this paper establishes 

a comprehensive evaluation index system for runway 

operation efficiency, including five aspects: personnel 

factors, support facilities, mission requirements, 

operating environment, and management factors. From 

these five aspects, the performance of airport runway 

operations is scientifically and efficiently evaluated. 

Comprehensive and objective assessment. 

2. Three airports were selected, using game theory to 

combine subjective weights and objective weights, and 

using the TOPSIS method to evaluate the runway 

operation efficiency of the three airports, and analyze the 

constraints on the runway operation efficiency of the 

three airports Specific reasons, and proposed three airport 

runway operational efficiency improvement 

recommendations. 

3. The comprehensive evaluation index system for 

the operation of the airport flight area, and the evaluation 

of the operation efficiency of the flight area from the 

perspective of simulation will be the direction of future 

research.  
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